An
English
Affair
Modern and vintage British
design come together in this
stunning London home
By Melissa Twigg. Photography by Simon Brown
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n leafy West London, it is easy to imagine
that behind the rows of Victorian facades
lie almost identical, upper-middle-class
residences. But on a street near the glossy
Hurlingham Club, with its lawn tennis
courts and summer garden parties, is one of
the most stylish dwellings in the capital.
The brainchild of K&H Design, which
was founded by Katie Glaister and Henry
Miller-Robinson, this acclaimed abode has
won awards for its thoughtful design.

Left to right: A Cogolin
rug keeps the room
light and bright; a view
of the lush courtyard;
the landscape painting
selected for the drawing
room influenced the
interior palette; this
custom-made shoe
cabinet features cues
from American folk art;
Henry Miller-Robinson
and Katie Glaister, cofounders of K&H Design

The long-time residence of a English
family of five was entirely restructured
when the parents decided their now-teenage
children were outgrowing the previous
layout. Glaister and Miller-Robinson
were given an impressive budget and
a two-year timeline to give the house
a complete makeover, which included
creating three en-suite bedrooms for
the teenagers and a design overhaul.
“What we love is having lots of detail
and lots of time,” says Glaister. “That way,
we can source a beautiful artisan rug or
create a bespoke handle at just the right
curve to open with greasy hands. We never
try to impose, but once we have listened
to what the client wants, then we refine.”

ARTISTIC DIRECTION
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For this particular house, all the walls were
taken down and the space was entirely
reconfigured, creating an extra 550sqft. The
most striking space is the drawing room.
With a grand bay window looking over the
London streets and an imposing seascape
painting on the wall opposite, it must
surely be the hot topic at any dinner party.
“It all started with the art,” says Glaister.
“They love the oil painting that is hanging
above the sofa and everything flowed from
there, palette-wise. The wife loves tassels,
so we re-upholstered the sofa and added
the biggest, most scrumptious tassels.”
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The kitchen was
inspired by the
industrial-chic
aesthetic of lofts
in New York City,
where the couple
used to live
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CLEVER TOUCHES
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To create the illusion of more space,
the designers added antique mirrors
from Rupert Bevan on either side of the
mantlepiece, which reflect the afternoon
light and blend in beautifully with the
furniture and art. “We wanted the drawing
room to feel like it’s been with them forever,
filled with pieces they could have inherited,
but with very contemporary chairs added
in,” says Miller-Robinson, “We always aim
to bring period pieces up to the times.”
In the kitchen, the duo wanted to
create a sleek, modern space that could
transform into a dining room in the
evening, but would also be a hub for the
entire family during the day. The owners
had previously lived in New York and
liked the industrial-chic aesthetic, so they
added brass details to the metal framing,
which complements the flooring.
“We typically have a husband and
wife both as clients, and while they may
think they have aligned tastes, the details
often differ,” says Glaister. “The kitchen
was an example of this. The husband
is a passionate chef and when he’s not
working, he’s thinking about cooking, so
he wanted every professional appliance
you can imagine. The wife just wanted
somewhere to make a cup of tea or a gin
and tonic, so we solved the problem by
making the size of the island—which is
itself a really beautiful piece—adjustable
depending on who is using the space.”

Left to right: Brass
hardware and
detailing on the
cabinetry and island
add a rugged touch
to the kitchen; the
dining area features
a set of vintage
chairs by Josef Frank
for Svenskt Tenn;
this bathroom was
inspired by the street
art of east London;
a neon sign creates
a focal point at the
stairway, which also
features bespoke
steel and brass
handrails by
K&H Design

“We always aim to bring period
pieces up to the times”
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LOCATION
London, UK
PROPERTY
TYPE
Townhouse
PROPERTY
SIZE
4,750sqft
INTERIOR
DESIGN
K&H Design
TIME TAKEN
2 years

Top to bottom:
Botanical patterns
bring a lively touch
to the daughter’s
bedroom; the
églomisé glass
mirror in the master
bathroom was
created by
Studio Peascod
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Opposite page, from
top left:
The study features a
B&S Glass Industries
convex mirror, a
rug by Melissa
Wyndham and Robert
Stephenson and a
desk by K&H Design;
coral accent cushions
and a furry stool
add a playful touch
to a blue bedroom;
floral panels by
Flora Roberts form
a centrepiece in the
master bedroom;
this bathroom
features a handpainted basin
sourced from
Marrakesh and a
vanity stand crafted
with Burlington stone
from the Broughton
Moor quarry in
the UK

PERSONAL SPACE

The designers went for a similar solution
in the master bedroom—where the wife
wanted a TV and the husband didn’t—
so they simply created an adjustable
screen to cover it. The Soie de Lune
handwoven silk headboard is a particularly
beautiful piece here and ties in with the
curtains in the study, which are from
the same artisan brand. Elsewhere in
the bedroom, fabulous floral panels by
British artist Flora Roberts light up the
space, while in the master bathroom,
the églomisé glass mirror by Studio
Peascod is a work of art in its own right.
Each of the children’s rooms is infused
with their own personality and with pieces
that show their generation’s commitment to
sustainability and upcycling, including the
white re-purposed canework on one of the
daughter’s wardrobes. “Personalisation is key
in this consumer-driven, Instagram world,”
says Glaiser. “People are clicking and buying,
and ending up with a lot of the same things.
Our clients want a home that is unique and
personalised.” With this duo at the helm,
a beautiful, bespoke house is guaranteed—
wherever you are in the world.
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